
Projective Invariance and Orientation Consensusfor Extracting Boundary Con�gurationsJosef PauliChristian{Albrechts{Universit�at, Institut f�ur InformatikPreusserstrasse 1-9, 24105 Kiel, GermanyAbstract. This work focusses on boundary detection of target objectsby extracting con�gurations of straight lines. Hough transformation isused as basic voting technique for extracting the image lines. To �nd theappropriate peaks in the bin array of the Hough transform and thus esti-mating the line parameters a three-step procedure is involved. First, theHough transform is constrained appropriately by the local orientationsof grey level edges. Second, the global histogram of edge orientations isused to more or less emphasize certain parts in the Hough image. Withthese two modi�cations of the standard Hough transform we incorporateprinciples of orientation consensus and thus sharpen the peaks in theparameter space. Third, parallelism as a quasi-invariant of perspectiveprojection is used to apply a sophisticated search strategy. Throughoutthe approach no speci�c object models but only basic principles of theimaging process are involved in extracting the boundary lines.1 IntroductionIn many applications of computer vision it is su�cient to describe the sceneobjects by polyhedral approximations, e.g. in vision based robot grasping [2].For reconstructing the line frame it is indispensible to detect features like edges,corners or line segments in the image arising from the surface of an object. Forexample, the authors in [3] extract relevant image lines by using model lines and�tting the image gradients to the model gradients. The model lines are computedbased on the two-dimensional projection of discontinuities between the faces ofa 3D polyhedral model. The next task is to associate those line segments in theimage that arise from an individual object. The authors in [7] extract the outerborder of an object (silhouette) by using typical techniques of edge detection,contour following and polygonal approximation. The key idea is then to make useof perspective invariants for deducing the interior boundary lines of the object.For example, under a�ne imaging conditions the parallelism of 3D lines of apolyhedra must also hold between the projected lines in the image. Accordingly,certain lines of the outer border of a rectangular solid appear with the sameorientation in the interior of the solid silhouette.We implemented a system for computing from an image the two-dimensionalboundary line con�guration which arises from the three-dimensional border linesof a scene object. Principles of orientation consensus and projective invarianceare applied but unlike the cited papers no speci�c object models are involved.



A modi�ed Hough transformation is used as basic voting technique for deter-mining lines. In contrast to usual line regression the Hough transformation [4]can lead to a robust estimation of the line parameters which are not distorted byoutliers in the edge image. Each line corresponds to a peak in the Hough spaceof line parameters. The most important problem is to �nd especially those peakswhich describe the boundary lines of an individual object. Our paper presents anapproach for �nding these sets of appropriate peaks. For the purpose of demon-stration a rectangular solid is used, but the system is applicable more generally.The procedure for sharpening the peaks is useful for any polyhedral object. Thestrategy for searching the peaks works for any parallelepiped having two parallel-ograms as top and bottom faces and four parallelograms as side faces. It is easilyconceivable to implement further strategies in order to extract the boundary ofother object shapes.2 Edge orientation based Hough transformationFirst step: Computing local orientations and gradient magnitudesFor purpose of illustration we take a subimage where a target object is locatedin (see Figure 1, left). Let X be the set of coordinate tupels p = (x1; x2) ofthis subimage Ig. We regard every point in the subimage as edge point anddetermine the local orientation Oa(p). A standard approach is used by combiningfour di�erently oriented 2D{Gaborfunctions which respond sensitively only tocertain directions of the edges. We take the energy of the complex responseto measure the strength of edges along a certain direction [1]. The choice oforientations is 0�, 45�, 90�, and 135�, which means that the �lters respond mostsensitive to edges whose orientations are colinear to the given angles. Let theenergy of the complex response of four �lters be E1(p); E2(p); E3(p); E4(p) ateach point. The energies are multiplied with the cosine of the doubled angle andadded up, and this procedure is repeated with the sine of the doubled angles(symbols C and S for cosine and sine in the formula below). From the tworesults we compute the arcus tangens (symbol At in the formula below) takingthe quadrant of the coordinate system into account and do simple exceptionhandling at singularities. For determining the orientation of the edge we have tomultiply the factor �0:5 and if the resulting angle is negative then we add �.The orientation is in radian values between between 0 and � where the turningdirection is clockwise.1 Finally, by normalization we transform the orientationinto a discrete angle degree of the integer set f0; � � � ; 179g.E1(p)C(0�)+E2(p)C(90�)+E3(p)C(180�)+E4(p)C(270�) = E1(p)�E3(p) (1)E1(p)S(0�) +E2(p)S(90�) +E3(p)S(180�) +E4(p)S(270�) = E2(p)�E4(p) (2)�(p) = At(E2(p)� E4(p); E1(p)� E3(p)) (3)1 The approach for computing the local edge orientation plays only a secondary rolein the paper and therefore the proof of correctness is omitted here.



Ord(p) = �� � (0:5 � �(p)) : �(p) > 0�(0:5 � �(p)) : �(p) � 0 (4)Oa(p) = round((Ord(p)=�) � 180) (5)The speci�c choice of �lter orientations reveal considerable simpli�cations in (1)and (2). Figure 1 (middle) shows the edge orientation Oa(p) for each point ofthe image Ig . The degrees are encoded as grey values reaching from black (0degree) to white (180 degree).Parallel to this procedure we compute the gradient magnitude of the imagepatch, detect edges by setting a threshold, and thus compute a binary imageIb (see Figure 1, right). Let Xo � X be the subset of those coordinate tupels pwhere the gradient magnitude surpasses the threshold. Then we have the de�ni-ton Ib(p) = 1 for every p 2 Xo and Ib(p) = 0 elsewhere.
Fig. 1. Subimage with target object (left), orientation image for the edges (middle),binary image after setting a threshold to gradient magnitudes (right).Second step: Computing orientation-selective Hough transformationIt is easily proven that edge points which lie along a line satisfyL(p; q) := x1 �C(�) + x2 � S(�)� r; L(p; q) = 0 ; (6)where p = (x1; x2) and q = (r; �). The two parameters r and � of a two-dimensional real parameter space Q specify a line as follows: Parameter r is thedistance from the image center to the line along a direction normal to line. Thevalue reaches from �id2 to +id2 , where id is the length of the image diagonal.Parameter � is the angle of this normal direction to the x1 axis and reachesfrom 0 to 180 in angle degrees. We prefer this line representation because nosingularities arise for vertical or horizontal lines.The real parameter space Q is partitioned into a set Q of bins and accord-ingly each bin q 2 Q speci�es a collection of lines with similar positions r andorientations �. In our case we have a rectangular partition of bins with id ver-tical stripes and 180 horizontal stripes. The Hough transformation counts foreach bin how many edges in the image lie along the lines speci�ed by the bin.De�nition 1: The Standard Hough Transformation SHT : Q! [0;1) of thebinary image Ib : X ! f0; 1g relative to the line representation L : X � Q ![0;1) is de�ned bySHT (q) = #fp 2 X j Ib(p) = 1; and for some q 2 q holds : L(p; q) = 0g (7)



For reasons of discretization each bin is encoded by a single point in theparameter space. Therefore the bin array will be approximated by a matrix (theHough image) of id columns and 180 rows and a point q = (r; �) is de�ned bythe index r of the column and the index � of the row.Figure 2 shows the Hough image resulting from the SHT of the binary imageIb in Figure 1 (right). We are interested in a Hough image with sharp peaks inorder to easy locate the peaks and thus reliable estimate the line parameters.Unfortunately Figure 3 which depicts a selected patch of the Hough image inthree dimensions (see rectangle in Figure 2) shows wide-spread maxima fromwhich it is di�cult to detect the relevant peaks. Obviously, all edges near or ona line cause the Hough transform to not only increase the content of the relevantbin but also many in its neighborhood.
Fig. 2. Standard Hough Transform. Fig. 3. SHT, top patch in 3D.It's true making the partitioning of the parameter space more �ne-grainedwould improve the accuracy, but in this case the performance time for computingthe Hough transform increases. In order to avoid this trade-o� we make use ofthe orientation image. The idea is to use the orientation Oa(p) at an edge pointand accumulate only the appropriate bin and furthermore those bins in a smallneighborhood which are determined by a tolerance band.Proposition 1: The orientation � of a line is approximately identical to theorientation Oa(p) of an edge point p = (x1; x2) on the line, if the edge pointarises from a 3D boundary line of the object:x1 �C(Oa(x1; x2)) + x2 � S(Oa(x1; x2))� r � 0 (8)Due to inaccuracies in the imaging process and the computation of edge orien-tation we include a tolerance band 4a for Oa.De�nition 2: The Orientation-selective Hough Transformation OHT : Q![0;1) of the binary image Ib : X ! f0; 1g relative to the line representationL : X � Q! [0;1) is de�ned byOHT (q) = #fp 2 X j Ib(p) = 1; and for some q = (r; �) 2 q holds :L(p; q) = 0; and �� 4a2 � Oa(p) � �+ 4a2 g : (9)



Figures 4 and 5 show the e�ect of the OHT for the top patch in Figure 2. Inorder to realize the improvement with regard to sharpening the peaks the pro�lesmust be compared to the SHT in Figure 3. Two examples of tolerance bands forthe edge orientations has been used, 4a = 9, and 4a = 3 angle degrees. Theresult is that the smaller the tolerance band the sharper the peaks, and thereforethe value of 4a proves to be important.
Fig. 4. Orientation-selective HoughTransform, large tolerance band foredge orientation. Fig. 5. Orientation-selective HoughTransform, small tolerance band foredge orientation.Each peak in the Hough image of the OHT de�nes the parameters of a lineof grey level edges in the image. This is the basis for building the boundary linecon�guration (BLC) of the target object. We are concerned with two problems.First, only those lines are of interest which arise from the surface of the targetobject. Unfortunately, there are many imponderables like shading, surface tex-ture, partial occlusion, etc. causing spurious lines or deletion of essential linesfrom the object surface. Second, each peak in the Hough image represents anunbounded line. But we are interested in the bounded line segments which be-long to the BLC of the target object. The �rst problem is handled in the nextsections, for the second problem we refer to the work in [5].3 Projective quasi-invariants of parallelepipedsIn this situation more cognitive information has to meet the low level process.Concretely, in order to extract the relevant peaks in the Hough image we makeuse of knowledge about the scene objects for which the BLC is requested. Asopposed to using speci�c models for certain target objects we consider geometricinvariants for general object shapes. We show exemplarily how to incorporateprojective quasi-invariants of parallelepipeds for computing their BLCs. For pur-pose of demonstration the rectangular solid (shown in Figure 1, left) is used,which is a speci�c parallelepiped.It is well known for the perspective projection of an ideal pinhole camera



that an image point (x1; x2) from a 3D scene point (y1; y2; y3) is computed byx1 = f y1y3 ; x2 = f y2y3 ; (10)where f is the distance between the center of perspectivity and the projectionplane. Furthermore, it is known that parallel lines in 3D are no longer parallelafter perspective projection into the image according to the equations of (10).2Fortunately, for certain imaging conditions the parallelism is quasi-invariantunder perspective projection.De�nition 3: Let � be the allowed deviation from parallelism in angle degrees.3Two lines with the values �1 and �2 of the angle parameter are �-approximateparallel, i� k�1 � �2k � � (11)The parallelism is a �-quasi-invariant i� parallel lines in 3D are �-approximateparallel after perspective projection.Notice that in the Hough image the bins of a row indicate the occurrence ofparallel image lines of a certain orientation.Proposition 2: For imaging conditions, in which the parallelism is a �-quasi-invariant of the perspective projection, parallel lines in 3D occur as peaks in theHough image being located within a horizontal stripe of height �. The peaks ina stripe indicate �-approximate parallel lines in the grey level image.To get an impression for that, we describe the imaging condition for takingthe picture in Figure 1, left). The distance between the camera and the targetobject was about 400mm, and the lense of the objective was of 12mm focallength. Figure 6 shows nine peaks in the Hough image each one indicating aboundary image line of the target object. We realize three groups in horizontalstripes and each stripe contains three peaks. The vertical variation of the peaksin a horizontal stripe gives the deviation from parallelism. For the mentionedimaging condition it is at most 15 angle degrees.In order to reliably extract the relevant peaks as depicted in Figure 6 wemake use of the parallelism quasi-invariant. This leads to extracting the BLC ofthe rectangular solid.4 Extracting the BLC of parallelepipedsFirst step: Emphasizing Hough peaks using the edge orientation histogramIn section 2 the orientation-selective Hough transformation has been introducedand the important role of the tolerance band for edge orientations was demon-strated. In order to reduce the role of this tolerance band and/or to sharpen thepeaks in the Hough image nevertheless we apply a further transformation.According to proposition 1 there is a consensus between the orientation of agrey level edge and the orientation of the line through the edge point. Further-more it was stated in proposition 2 that parallel object lines are quasi-parallel2 Except for lines parallel to the projection plane.3 The user must set this parameter depending on the shape of the target objects.



in the image. Therefore, if we count the grey level edges of a certain orientationwe get the number of points lying on parallel image lines of this orientation. Onthe other hand in the Hough image a certain row indicates a certain orientationof parallel image lines. Therefore, by multiplying a Hough row with the numberof grey level edges of the orientation speci�ed by the index of the row, we canmore or less emphasize the bins of this row.According to that we compute a global histogram of edge orientations fromall points in the binary image (in Figure 1, right). The histogram counts thenumber of edges respective for the orientations and is de�ned in the interval Dbetween 0 and 180 angle degrees. Figure 7 shows the Edge Orientation Histogramfor the image in Figure 1 (middle).
Fig. 6. Three groups of peaks in hori-zontal stripes. Fig. 7. Edge Orientation Histogram.De�nition 4: Let D be the partition of D into 180 unit intervals and d 2 D.The Edge Orientation Histogram EOH : D ! [0;1) of the orientation imageOa : X ! [0; 180] is de�ned byEOH(d) = #fp 2 X j Oa(p) 2 dg (12)For combining the OHT with the EOH we realize that the Hough imageconsists of 180 rows and the histogram is a vector of 180 components. A rowof index � in the Hough image contains hints for the occurrence of image linesof orientation � and the component of index � of the histogram vector containsthe number of edges having orientation �. In order to weight the row values of acertain orientation by the number of edges of the same orientation we transformthe histogram vector into a diagonal matrix and multiply it with OHT.De�nition 5: The Weighted Orientation-selective Hough Transformation(WOHT) is de�ned by WOHT = Diag(EOH) �OHT; (13)where Diag(EOH) is a diagonal (180�180)-matrix whose diagonal elements arethe vector components of the Edge Orientation Histogram (EOH), and OHT isthe (180�id)-matrix of the Hough image.



Figures 8 and 9 show the e�ect of the WOHT by taking as tolerance bandfor the edge orientations 4a = 9 and 4a = 3 angle degrees. We realize that therole of this parameter has been reduced signi�cantly because both results looksimilar. A result is reached which is similar (or even better) to applying OHTwith 4a = 3 angle degrees (compare Figures 8 and 9 with Figure 5).
Fig. 8. WOHT, large tolerance band. Fig. 9. WOHT, small tolerance band.Second step: Peak detection by using the parallelism quasi-invariantIn the case of a parallelepiped one typically looks at three plane faces, andthese are represented by three classes of line segments, where each class con-sists of three �-approximate parallel lines. Based on this insight the search ofthe relevant peaks is easy. We are searching for the global maximum peak andthus determine the �rst relevant horizontal stripe. Within the stripe two othermaximum peaks must be detected. Then the stripe is erased completely and inthis modi�ed Hough image we look for the next global maximum. This de�nesthe second relevant stripe in which we once again detect two further maximumpeaks. Repeating the procedure for the third stripe we �nally have nine relevantmaxima as shown in Figure 6. The lines belonging to the maxima are depictedin Figure 10 on top of the greylevel image. We realize for each line the touchwith a part of the object boundary.Fig. 10. Lines forrectangular solid. Fig. 11. Lines undersolid occlusion. Fig. 12. Lines for a com-plicated object.



5 Summary and DiscussionWe presented an approach for extracting line con�gurations from an image todescribe the boundary of objects. The standard Hough transform for estimatingline parameters has been modi�ed with the purpose of sharpening the peaks. Forthis the consensus principle of edge-line-orientation was taken into account. Theperspective quasi-invariant of parallelism is used for locating the appropriate setof Hough peaks which describes the boundary lines of an individual object.Using these fundamental principles we succeeded in extracting relevant imagestructures even in scenes for which speci�c object models are not available. Theapproach also works if the rectangular solid is under partial occlusion (simulatedin Figure 11). More complicated objects can be handled as well, e.g. objectswhose shape partially di�er from a parallelepiped and additionally may have anon-homogeneous greylevel structure on the surface (see Figure 12).The work should be continued by making use of other geometric invariantswhich are valid for more complicated objects. An example is the incidence in-variance of perspective projection, e.g. the intersection points of 3D object linesmust transform in crossing points of image lines. In [5] it is shown how to usethis principle to �ne-tune the line parameters. Further photometry/geometryconsensus principles must be realized, for example to determine especially thosesegments of the lines which build up the boundary line con�guration of the ob-ject (see again [5]). Finally, criteria for testing the validity of invariances andconsensus principles are needed, e.g. more detailed plausibility criteria for theset of located peaks in the Hough image. This is useful if we have a degenerateview of an object or interior boundary lines are not available due to missinggreylevel contrast between the object faces.Acknowledgement: The discussions with Gerald Sommer are appreciated.References1. J�ahne, B.: Digitale Bildverarbeitung. Springer Verlag, Berlin (1993) 128-1382. Jones, J., Lozano-Perez, T.: Planning two-�ngered grasps for pick-and-place opera-tions on polyhedra. IEEE Int. Conf. on Robotics and Automation (1990) 683{6883. Kollnig, H., Nagel, H.-H.: 3D pose estimation by �tting image gradients directly topolyhedral models. Int. Conf. on Computer Vision (1995) 569{5744. Leavers, V.: Survey - Which Hough transform ? Computer Vision and Image Un-derstanding 58 (1993) 250{2645. Pauli, J.: Geometry/Photometry consensus for object boundary extraction. submit-ted to ICCV (1997)6. Princen, J., Illingworth, J., Kittler, J.: A hierarchical approach to line extractionbased on the Hough transform. Computer Vision, Graphics, and Image Processing52 (1990) 57{777. Zisserman, A., Mundy, J., Forsyth, D., Liu, J.: Class-based grouping in perspectiveimages. Int. Conf. on Computer Vision (1995) 183{188This article was processed using the LATEX macro package with LLNCS style


